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Overview

Key Findings

The 2015 International CanSat Competition challenged
competitors to capture rotationally stabilized video from a
rocket-deployed, autorotating Science Vehicle (SV).

● Implementation of the two tier PID controller
vastly improved the performance of the team’s
control system
●
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The video frame needed to be stabilized to within plus or
minus 90 degrees from a fixed reference angle about the
nadir. Preliminary testing showed that a single PID
controller suffered from excessive cumulative error, or
“walk”. This “walk” slowly but surely pushed the video
frame out of the acceptable 180-degree arc.

● Response time, accuracy, and control were all
improved when the second layer of control was
implemented

Impact
Since they are susceptible to cumulative error, PID
controllers are unsuited to keeping absolute values in
rapidly-changing circumstances. Our two-tier system
allows for an accurate absolute orientation to be kept in
any magnetic reference frame without the complexity of a
full GPS suite or inertial guidance system. In addition to
our application of video stabilization, this simple technique
could be useful in autonomous aerial navigation, amateur
guided rocketry, and other fields.

Explanation
The single layer gyroscope based stability system was
unable to cope with the random disturbances against the
Science Vehicle.

● The team’s control system was capable of
maintaining system stability even while running
in the inverted direction
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Snippet of Code

The dual layer implementation was much more successful
at maintaining the Science Vehicle’s inertial frame.
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